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The goal of machine learning is to program computers to use example data or past experience to

solve a given problem. Many successful applications of machine learning exist already, including

systems that analyze past sales data to predict customer behavior, optimize robot behavior so that

a task can be completed using minimum resources, and extract knowledge from bioinformatics data.

 Introduction to Machine Learning is a comprehensive textbook on the subject, covering a broad

array of topics not usually included in introductory machine learning texts. Subjects include

supervised learning; Bayesian decision theory; parametric, semi-parametric, and nonparametric

methods; multivariate analysis; hidden Markov models; reinforcement learning; kernel machines;

graphical models; Bayesian estimation; and statistical testing.Machine learning is rapidly becoming

a skill that computer science students must master before graduation. The third edition of

Introduction to Machine Learning reflects this shift, with added support for beginners, including

selected solutions for exercises and additional example data sets (with code available online). Other

substantial changes include discussions of outlier detection; ranking algorithms for perceptrons and

support vector machines; matrix decomposition and spectral methods; distance estimation; new

kernel algorithms; deep learning in multilayered perceptrons; and the nonparametric approach to

Bayesian methods. All learning algorithms are explained so that students can easily move from the

equations in the book to a computer program. The book can be used by both advanced

undergraduates and graduate students. It will also be of interest to professionals who are concerned

with the application of machine learning methods.
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Ethem Alpaydin's Introduction to Machine Learning provides a nice blending of the topical coverage

of machine learning (ÃƒÂ  la Tom Mitchell) with formal probabilistic foundations (ÃƒÂ  la Christopher

Bishop). This newly updated version now introduces some of the most recent and important topics

in machine learning (e.g., spectral methods, deep learning, and learning to rank) to students and

researchers of this critically important and expanding field. (John W. Sheppard, Professor of

Computer Science, Montana State University)I have used Introduction to Machine Learning for

several years in my graduate Machine Learning course. The book provides an ideal balance of

theory and practice, and with this third edition, extends coverage to many new state-of-the-art

algorithms. I look forward to using this edition in my next Machine Learning course. (Larry Holder,

Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Washington State University)This

volume is both a complete and accessible introduction to the machine learning world. This is a

'Swiss Army knife' book for this rapidly evolving subject. Although intended as an introduction, it will

be useful not only for students but for any professional looking for a comprehensive book in this

field. Newcomers will find clearly explained concepts and experts will find a source for new

references and ideas. (Hilario GÃƒÂ³mez-Moreno, IEEE Senior Member, University of AlcalÃƒÂ¡,

Spain)

Ethem Alpaydin is a Professor in the Department of Computer Engineering at BogaziÃƒÂ§i

University, Istanbul.

I hope one day to meet Alpaydin in person to thank him profusely for this book (and earlier

versions).He unpacks the major concepts of machine learning in a manner that makes it very easy

to follow.I probably have 3 copies of the earlier edition. I bought this one, and am very pleased with

the updates - specifically related to neural networks and deep learning.If you're running around in

this domain - this book is crucial.

I understand ML very well, and I find this text nearly impossible to penetrate. Formulas are reduced

to their most rudimentary forms. Sure it is impressive that the author obviously has a good grasp on

the topic, but there are virtually no explanations behind the math. This book was written just to show



off, not to teach. Definitely the most pompous book on ML I've ever seen.

This is a very challenging textbook that is best used as a part of a graduate machine learning class,

as a reference or for a very dedicated self-learner. I recommend the edition published by MIT or the

ebook from the MIT site. The focus of this book is application and the essentials of theory are

covered very briefly in the beginning. Sometimes more exposition is needed to understand topics,

however, this book has been the single most important to my work as a data scientist and it is

always on my desk. It took me about one year to get from cover to cover.Alpaydin provides

comprehensive coverage on the most common machine learning techniques, starting from a

probabilistic perspective and continuing to discriminant models. Bayesian analysis, dimensionality

reduction, support vector machines (kernel machines), and unsupervised learning are covered in

detail, along with techniques applicable to image recognition, NLP, and AI. The end of each chapter

includes a bibliography which helps for deeper dives into specific topics. The notation is simple and

fairly consistent throughout the book.Since the field has become so large no textbook on machine

learning can stand alone. Classes in calculus, linear algebra, probability and statistics are

recommended first, but you can pick this up on the fly when going through the book. Before reading

this book, it is helpful to go through an applied approach such as Hands-On Machine Learning with

Scikit-Learn and TensorFlow (GÃƒÂ©ron, 2017). I recommend Deep Learning (Goodfellow et al,

2015) as a continuation to the chapters on multilayer perceptrons. A deeper exploration of theory is

provided in texts such as Learning from Data (Abu Mostafa, 2012), Foundations of Machine

Learning (Mohri et al, 2012), and Foundations of Data Science (Blum et al, 2016). The PyMC3

documentation is a good companion for the Bayesian sections and the Scikit-learn documentation

helps with the content as well.I hope that Alpaydin releases a fourth edition, however, as it stands I

highly recommend this text.

I took this book out from a university library because I needed to learn some ML and they were out

of any book I'd heard of. It is utterly horrible. Very simple concepts explained in such a way as to

make them confusing, with strange notation, terrible figures, and very little English analysis or

context. I only read the first thirty pages but oh man were they bad. I stopped shortly after the

completely garbled and internally inconsistent definition of Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension (page

27). I have some background in ML, a pretty strong math background, and a PhD in biophysics, and

there is nothing I hate more than simple things I already understand or could easily understand

explained so as to be incomprehensible.



Agreed 'written to show off, not to teach', inconsistent notation, got very very confused...

good for beginners

Very nice and clear content. Thanks....
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